AAMSSA GUIDELINE

Treatments and contraindications

Because plasma is classified as a medical device, it is imperative that it’s only used in a
medical setting, and by a registered doctor. Even more important, however, is that the
plasma being used is a bona fide device, as cheap counterfeits can result in major side
effects and subsequent damage. AAMSSA President, DR DEBBIE NORVAL, reports.
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The use of plasma in the
medical and aesthetics field

most popular uses for plasma is nonsurgical blepharoplasty.

Plasma medicine is a relatively new
discipline that combines physics with
medicine, and has varied applications.
These include sterilisation of implants
and surgical equipment, disinfection,
wound healing and treatment of
skin cancers. In aesthetic medicine,
plasma is used to treat a wide range
of conditions including wrinkles, skin
tightening, scarring, stretch marks,
acne, warts and skin tags. One of the

The power of plasma
Plasma devices rely on ionisation of
the air between the tip of the device
and the skin to generate plasma. The
difference in potential between these
OPPOSITE Cheap ’plasma’ devices can result
in permanent severe pigmentation, severe burns
with subsequent infection, scarring and even
nerve damage
BELOW An example of non surgical
blepharoplasty using plasma
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here are four states of matter:
solid, liquid, gas and plasma.
The word plasma is derived from
the Greek for ‘entity’ or ‘form’
and, interestingly, is the most abundant
state of most elements in the universe.
Plasma is an ionised gas consisting
of positive ions and free electrons in
proportions resulting in more or less
no overall electric charge. It is formed
by superheating a gas or by exerting a
strong magnetic field to it. Examples of
plasma include lightning and neon signs.
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Contraindications to the use of
plasma devices include pregnancy
and breastfeeding, systemic illness,
infection at the treatment site, open
wounds, body dysmorphic syndrome,
immunosuppression, auto-immune

Plasma = partially ablative
Any aesthetic treatment that
breaches the basement membrane
of the epidermis is termed
‘ablative’. Ablative treatments
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Non-invasive procedure to
lift & tighten skin using
High-Intensity
Focused Ultrasound
Higher brow, tighter &
smoother neck, reduce & lift chin,
tighten saggy knees & tummy
No downtime . Natural results
No toxins and ﬁllers
Laserderm Illovo
Laserderm Parkhurst
Laserderm Fourways
Laserderm Bedfordview
Laserderm Rynﬁeld
Laserderm Parklane

(011) 082 1200
(011) 447 7270
(011) 469 3752
(011) 450 1690
(011) 849 0238
(011) 642 9201

HIFU Technology
High-Intensity Focussed Ultrasound

“I’m staying
39 for as
long as I
can”
DUAL
Treats sun damage, acne scars,
pigmentation, wrinkles, scars,
ageing hands, chests & necks.

AFTER

The Dangerous Difference Between
Authentic and Counterfeit Devices

disease, and in patients at risk of keloid
or hypertrophic scarring. Expected
downtime after a plasma procedure
includes swelling, redness and mild
discomfort for a few days, with the
formation of scabs that usually shed in
7-15 days. It is not unusual after one
to three months for there to still be
some redness (in lighter Fitzpatrick skin
types I-II) and transient pigmentation
(particularly in darker Fitzpatrick skin
types IV-VI). There should be resolution
of the pigmentation over a three-month
period, and studies show that there is
no reported incidence of permanent
side effects from true plasma. Plasma, if
used correctly, should not permanently
affect the melanocytes and is safe to
use in all skin types. Yet there is a risk
of hyperpigmentation in darker skin
types, so a patch test is recommended in
Fitzpatrick skin types IV and above.
With that said, if these side effects are
possible even when a true plasma device
is used correctly in a medical setting,
just imagine the prolonged side effects
and complications from a fake device in
the wrong hands! Cheap ‘plasma’
devices can result in permanent
severe pigmentation, severe burns
with subsequent infection, scarring
and even nerve damage (see
photos).
The intended use of plasma
technology is for medical disciplines
such as dermatology, aesthetic
medicine, oculoplastic surgery,
dentistry and gynaecology. Since
plasma is classified as a medical
device, it is solely intended for use
in a medical context, and thus, must
be performed by a medical doctor.
Reputable suppliers will only sell
plasma devices to medical doctors
registered with the HPCSA (or
dentists to use within the perioral
area only). Reputable suppliers
will also provide in-house training
with the device by a registered
product trainer.

BEFORE

PLASMA
vs
PLASMA

two points produces an arc, which acts
like a micro lightning bolt delivering
energy to the epidermis (outermost
skin layer). This results in electrical
changes to cell membranes and their
instant sublimation. Sublimation is the
process of turning a solid directly into a
gas without a transitional liquid phase,
thereby reducing the risk of thermal
damage. Studies comparing plasma
and radiofrequency found that with
plasma, the basement membrane of the
epidermis remained intact and there was
no heat damage to the deeper dermis.
Plasma therapy results in immediate
contraction of collagen fibres,
collagen reorganisation, formation
of new collagen, and renewal of
epidermal tissue.

Fraxel treatments available in:
Illovo, Sandton
Bedfordview
Claremont
Cresta
Fourways
Parkhurst
Parklane
Benoni (Rynﬁeld)
Century City (CDC)

(011) 082 1200
(011) 450 1690
(021) 683 5060
(011) 476 1228
(011) 469 3752
(011) 447 7270
(011) 642 9201
(011) 849 0238
(021) 552 7220

Fraxel Dual
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The use of nonspecific parameters, incorrect
signals and electrical components in an attempt
to generate plasma causes unpredictable and
potentially dangerous effects, such as electric
shock, loss of accuracy, unpredictable penetration
and deep thermal damage

reach the dermis and deeper tissues
with potential damage and risk of
scarring. It is well known that all
ablative treatments fall outside of the
scope of practice of a beauty therapist.
In fact, therapists may not operate
any ablative lasers, ultrasound or
radiofrequency.
Now, while plasma is classified as
‘partially ablative’ and is designed
to be an epidermal treatment,
it can easily become ablative in
the wrong hands, or when it’s a
counterfeit device. Plasma devices are
very operator dependent… and hence
the proper qualification and training
is required.

Plasma vs plasma:
The dangerous difference

Plasma technology has unfortunately
been taken over by a flood of
dangerous counterfeit devices.
Companies that market cheap ‘plasma
pens’ or ‘fibroblast pens’ have primarily
targeted medical spas and estheticians.
These pens are readily available to
the beauty therapy industry, causing
numerous issues for SAAHSP and
AAMSSA who have to deal with
the consequences.
These unregulated and unregistered
devices are not generating true plasma.
The use of nonspecific parameters,
incorrect signals and electrical
components in an attempt
to generate plasma
TEN QUESTIONS
causes unpredictable and
To determine whether a plasma device is authentic:
potentially dangerous
1 	Does it have CE or FDA approval with
effects, such as electric
ISO certificates?
shock, loss of accuracy,
2 	Does the specific device have independent scientific
unpredictable penetration
studies published in the medical literature?
and deep thermal damage.
3 	Is the device available for sale to non-medical
The consequences are thus
doctors? If so, then it’s not a true plasma device.
ineffective results, pain,
4 	Does the distribution company have a
prolonged downtime and
reputable history?
permanent complications
5 	Does the distribution company offer device support
and troubleshooting?
such as post inflammatory
6 	Is comprehensive training offered by the company?
hyperpigmentation and
7 	Does the device come with documentation of its
scarring.
watt, output and voltage parameters as part of
In light of the above, the
the safety features?
Canadian Department of
8 	What is the plasma beam colour? A plasma beam
Health recently issued a
has an amber colour, while radiofrequency devices
public safety alert regarding
have a white or blue beam.
the use of fake plasma
9 	Is there an earthing plate? A true plasma device will
devices. Health Canada
never require a return electrode pad.
warns that these devices
10 W
 hat did the device cost? Anything under R150 000
is a counterfeit. Believe it or not, there are
have not been evaluated
‘plasma pens’ available on the South African market
for safety, effectiveness or
for R3 000!
quality – and advises the
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public, spas and aestheticians to stop
using plasma pens or fibroblasts devices.
It is very difficult to differentiate
between devices that are authentic and
those that are using radiofrequency and
other substandard technology. One of
the challenges with plasma technology
is that innovation moves faster than
regulation. Widespread unregulated use
of plasma pens has resulted in an unfair
loss of credibility of the real plasma devices, loss of faith in treatments among
aesthetic practitioners, and loss of faith
among the patient population.
True plasma devices are effective and
safe, with excellent and reliable results,
but should only be operated by a trained
medical professional. Consumers are
strongly advised to avoid treatments
where unauthorised plasma pens
are operated by beauty therapists at
salons and spas.
Be careful. Be diligent. Be safe.

Dr Debbie Norval

MBBCh (Rand), Dip Pall Med
(UK), M Phil Pall Med (UCT),
Adv Dip Aesthetic Med
(FPD), President of AAMSSA

www.aestheticdoctors.co.za
info@aestheticdoctors.co.za
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